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Improving. Screenshot: Jerry Bruckheimer's TelevisionEnlarging font size on your phone is one of those famous old tech habits like putting... all over your texts, or posting Facebook memes about sauerkraut. But it's great for young people too - it reduces eye strain, according to Intelligencer. You focus so many hours
that your eyes are relaxed when the font is bigger, because your lens doesn't have to focus so hard to read big prints, ophthalmologist Saya Nagori tells Intelligencer. If you use your phone a couple of hours a day, it's a lot of attention. Turning on the text doesn't constantly impair your eyesight, but it does make your eyes
feel more tired by the end of each day. If you don't do it for yourself, at least help your parents who may not even know how to increase their text. On iOS, open settings, select the display and brightness, then the size of the text. On Android, it's a tweak to the zgt; size.Left: iOS. Right: AndroidScreenshot: Nick
Douglas/Beth Squaretsky (iOS/Android) The big font doesn't feel cool. But it's smart. Phone screens are getting bigger, so take advantage of this extra space and increase the text. You're not getting old. You're just growing up. Please stop mocking my phone font-size choices and join me in Easy-to-Read Bliss Even
professional photographers sometimes struggle with the question of how big they can blow up their images without losing image quality. The bottom line is how big you can print out photos depends on several factors. The amount of photo data stored depends on the camera's settings and capabilities. Even if you have a
12-megapixel camera, you can have significantly less data depending on the settings. To get the full possibility of your camera, you have to set the image quality to the highest setting. Because the standard photo print resolution is 300dpi, you can calculate the approximate megapixels required for each image size.
Multiply the height and width of the image by 300 to get the thumb rule for the pixels needed for this print. For example, the 8x10 becomes 2400x3000 pixels. Then multiply the pixel sizes together. This means that 2400x3000 becomes 7.2 million. This is the number of megapixels needed to record a high-quality 8x10
image. Wallet 750x900 pixels .7 megapixels4x6 1200x1800 pixels 2 megapixels5x7 1500x2100 pixels 3.1 megapixels8x10 2400x3000 pixels 7.2 megapixels You ever noticed, noticed, ever noticed that if you sit too close to the TV, the picture loses quality? Television displays are designed for certain viewing distances.
The same thing happens to printed images. The prints are designed to be viewed from a few feet, not inches. This means that a lower-resolution image or image with less data can still be printed with satisfactory results. The 8x10 is the smallest standard print size designed to view from out at least 2 feet. This means that
while 7.2 megapixels of information is required to record a 300dpi 8x10, the viewing distance reduces the amount of information needed for visually good printing. While this is not an ideal rule, divide the pixels needed to view the distance (in your legs) to get an idea of how little data you can get away with. For 8x10
divide 7.2 megapixels by 2 (feet). This means you can print out a 3.6-megapixel 8x10 image for reasonable results. The farther from the image you view the image, the stronger these results and the more accurate.8x10 7.2 megapixels are divided into 2 (legs) and 3.6 megapixels11x14 13.8 megapixels divided by 3 (feet)
and 4.6 megapixels divided by 3 (feet) and 4.6 megapixels The 16x20 28.8 megapixels are divided into 5 (feet) and 5.7 megapixels20x30 54 megapixels divided into 8 (feet) 6.7 megapixels What type of material your photo is printed on makes a big difference in visual print quality. The rougher the material, the less data
is required for a reasonable printing. The more glossy and glossy the image, the more data you need for a visually acceptable print. This is because the textured surface hides some of the image flaws and gives our eyes and sorry for the lack or blurry information. There are no formulas for calculating this difference; it is
a factor by which you have to experiment on your own to find what you think is visually acceptable. The enlarged prostate, known as benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH), mainly affects people over 50. While the condition is not considered life-threatening, it can cause problems with urination. Medications are available to
treat BPH when needed, which can reduce inflammation and even reverse increase in many cases. 7postman/Getty Images While it may seem reasonable to treat upon diagnosis, the evidence pretty much suggests that may not be necessary. According to the National Institutes of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney
Diseases (NIDDKD), as many as one in three men with BPH will see their symptoms resolved without any treatment what it would be. Treatment usually begins when the symptoms of enlarged prostate lead to either urinary tract bleeding or serious or recurrent urinary tract infections. There are several types of drugs with
different mechanisms of action that can be used to treat or minimize BPH symptoms. Alpha blockers work by relaxing the muscles of the prostate and bladder neck. Although alpha blockers are effective in about 75% of cases, they tend to provide only modest relief and as such are usually reserved for men with milder
symptoms. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved six U.S. United States. Cardura (doxosine)Flomax (tamsulosin)Hitrin (terazosine)Rapaflo (silodosine)Minipress (prazozin)Lessonsatral (alfusosine) If you are prescribed an alpha blocker, expect to be monitored for the first few weeks to check side
effects and signs of improvement. Most men with mild BPH will start to feel positive effects within one to two days. Common side effects may include headache, dizziness, indigestion, fatigue, sinus congestion, and low blood pressure. Erectile dysfunction and impotence can also occur. 5-alpha enzyme reducte inhibitors
work by reducing the prostate gland and are most effective in men whose prostate is significantly enlarged. While it may take time for the drugs to fully reach full (three to six months on average), they can often help men avoid the need for surgery. Two different 5-alpha reducte inhibitors have been approved by the FDA:
Proscar or Propecia (finasteride)Avodart (dutasteride) Side effects may include low libido, impotence, and reduced sperm production. (Finasteride at a lower dose is also widely used to treat male pattern baldness.) The best candidates for combination therapy are men with enlarged prostate and high PSA levels. Alpha
blocker in combination with the inhibitor 5-alpha-reductase provides a benefit by relaxing the prostate gland, gradually reducing its size. A large-scale study conducted in 2006 showed that combination therapy led to a 66% decrease in symptoms of BPH compared to 34% with alpha blocker and 39% only with a 5-alphareductase inhibitor. The only downside may be that the combination therapy exposes the user to side effects for both drugs. Careful consultation with a qualified professional is recommended to weigh the benefits and consequences of treatment. Tadalafil (Cialis) is an FDA-approved phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitor for
BPH. While it has been shown to improve urinary tract symptoms in studies, its effect on urine flow is inconsistent, and it is no more effective than alpha blockers, according to the 2018 Cochrane Review. If you have tried a combination of medications for 12 to 24 months but are still experiencing significant symptoms,
you may be a candidate for surgical BPH treatment. Transurethral prostate resection (TURP) In transurethral prostate resection (TURP), tiny areas of the enlarged prostate are removed one at a time until all excess tissue is cut. The procedure takes from an hour to 90 minutes and is performed under general, spinal or
epidural anesthesia, or with a nerve block. Most men who undergo this procedure experience a significant reduction in urinary tract symptoms. However, complications arise 20 per cent of men undergoing the procedure. Procedure. can monitor you for postoperative complications such as bleeding or electrolyte
abnormalities. In addition, as the remaining prostate tissue continues to grow, 20 percent of patients find their symptoms eventually return within 10 years, after which a second TURP may be recommended. The Prostatic Uretral Lift (Urolift) prostate urethra lift (PUL, or Urolift) device compresses the enlarged prostate
tissue, so it's no longer in the way of urethra, urine recovery. This is a minimally invasive endoscopic procedure performed under local, general or regional anesthesia. Heat therapy (hyperthermia) is an outpatient treatment that is sometimes used to avoid surgery. The procedure involves inserting a thin, flexible device
into the urethra to deliver heat directly to the prostate. It can use either microwave oven, laser or electro-evaporation technology and has been shown to be 74.9% effective in reducing enlarged glands. As a more invasive procedure, hyperthermia should only be used in men who have failed drug therapy. Home heat
therapy can be performed as a supplement to medications. This can be done by applying a heating pad or hot water bottle directly into the area to increase blood flow and relieve pain and inflammation. The use of alternative treatments for prostate health has become extremely popular around the world. The most widely
used plant extract is the palmetto saw extract (Serenoa repens). While a 1996 study by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs found that palmetto saw was as effective as finasteride in reducing the size of an enlarged prostate, a 2006 study published in the New England Journal of Medicine directly contradicted those
findings. Read how herbs can help with an enlarged prostate. Prostate. how can i enlarge a picture for printing. how can i enlarge a pdf file for printing. how can i enlarge a document for printing
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